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NGORONGORO CRATER 

  

       Safari in Ngorongoro Crater 
        HIGHLIGHTS: The alkaline Ndutu and Masek lakes in the west are particularly good areas for game viewing during the 

rainy season from March to May. In the east of the conservation area are a string of volcanoes and craters and along 
the southern border is Lake Eyai, a salt lake around which the Hadzabe people live - who are one of Tanzania's original 
ethnic groups. To the north-east on the Kenyan border is the beautiful Lake Natron. 
Ngorongoro Crater is also presently one of the most likely areas in Tanzania to see the endangered Black Rhino, as a 
small population are thriving in this idyllic and protected environment one of the only areas where they continue to 
breed in the wild. 

 
 

Ngorongoro Crater is one of Africa's best known game viewing areas and is 
Tanzania's most visited. This crater is about 20 km wide and it is also one 
of the largest collapsed volcanoes in the world. In the Crater you may find 
a variety of animals and vegetation, including grasslands, swamps, forests, 
salt pans and a freshwater lake! You are likely to see lion, elephant, rhino, 
buffalo and many of the plains herbivores such as; the wildebeest, 
the Thomson's gazelle, the zebra and the reedbuck, as well as thousands of 
flamingos wading in the shallows of Lake Magadi - the soda lake at the 
crater's base. Despite its steep walls, there's a considerable amount of 
movement of wildlife in and out of the crater – mostly to the Serengeti, 
since the land between the crater and Lake Manyara is intensively 
farmed. This area remains a favoured spot for wildlife because there's a 
permanent water supply and grassland on the crater floor. 
 
The animals don't have the crater to themselves... The local Massai tribes 
have grazing rights and you may come across them tending their cattle in 
this area. During the German colonial era there were two settlers' farms in 
the crater; you can still see one of the huts. 

CLIMATE: The Crater rim, over 2,200 
metres high, touches swathes of clouds for 
most days of the year, with cool high altitude 
vapours that seem to bring a clean lightness 
to the air, and also a chill. These highlands 
wake up to a misty fog in most months, other 
than the high dry season during December 
and January. 
 
GEOGRAPHY:The Ngorongoro Crater is the 
world's largest intact volcanic caldera in an 
exceptional geographical position, forming a 
spectacular bowl of about 265 sq km with 
sides up to 600m deep. It is the stalking 
ground of 20 - 30,000 wild animals at any one 
time.  
The Crater belongs to the Crater Highlands, 
with vast plains and stretches of bush and 
woodland areas - creating complex and 
interrelated ecosystems. The entire 
Ngorongoro Conservation Area covers about 
8300 km2 and next to the famous Crater is 
the Olduvai Gorge - a place (near its centre) 
were many fossils have been unearthed.  
 
HISTORY: Since  1979 , the famous 
Ngorongoro Crater was known as a World 
Heritage Site and is located at the eastern 
edge of the Serengeti in northern Tanzania.  



SERENGETI 

 Safari Highlights in Tanzania Serengeti 
        In May or early June, the annual migration of millions of wildebeest takes 

place, where they search for water and food as the season changes. This is 
a magical site to behold, and a major drawing point for tourists who visit 
the Serengeti during this period. 

 In addition to the Wildebeest, the Serengeti National Park holds many 
types of large antelopes, including zebra, impala, eland, klipspringer, dik dik, 
and several different kinds of buck. 

 The Serengeti also has lions, leopards, cheetahs, giraffes, rhinos, 
elephants, hippos, hyenas, bat eared foxes, jackals, warthogs, porcupines, 
crocodiles, baboons, mongoose's and different types of monkey. 

 There are also almost 500 different bird species, including; vultures, 
storks, flamingos, martial and fish eagles and ostriches. 

 
 

The name Serengeti comes from the Masaai name meaning ‘endless plains’, 
and these rolling distances of short grass plains provide an exceptional 
landscape for wildlife viewing; it is ultimate safari country.  
Serengeti: The Wildlife 
This land is justifiably famous for its huge concentrations of wildlife, 
especially the big cats, as well as being the stomping  
ground of the Great Migration, a massive accumulation of 1.5 million 
wildebeest, 200,000 zebras and 350,000 gazelles stretching  
their legs over 1,200 miles in an annual race to find enough water and green 
grass for their survival. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Serengeti: Regions Explained 
The Serengeti National Park covers 14,763 km2 of vast open 
plains that stretch across the area between the Kenyan 
border and the outskirts of Lake Victoria. It has an 
abundance of wildlife with the numbers been estimated at 
well over 3 million. 
The National Park is broadly divided into three distinct 
areas, the Seronera Valley and Seronera River, the Western 
Corridor and the Northern Lobo area that extends 
northwards through the Lamai Wedge to the Maasai Mara. 
 
Central Serengeti: Seronera Valley 
Most visitors enter the Serengeti through the southern 
Naabi Hill Gate, which opens onto the Seronera Valley; a 
vibrant wildlife area at the heart of the Serengeti.This is 
the region in which the migration commonly calve in march 
each year. The Seronera region is mainly wide open grassy 
plains and rock kopjes, patched together within a network 
of rivers that ensure year-round water supplies and keep 
this region incredibly rich in wildlife throughout the year. 
All other areas of the Serengeti are more seasonal and 
much of the time wildlife viewing is dependent on the path 
of the migration. 
 
Serengeti: The Western Corridor 
This follows the path of the Grumeti River up towards Lake 
Victoria. This region provides superb wildlife viewing action 
when the migration crosses the crocodile infested waters of 
the Grumeti; at this point camps such as the CCA Grumeti 
River or Kirawira come into their own. It is also possible to 
arrange mobile camping in this region in order to optimise 
your location. 
 
Serengeti: The Northern Reaches 
The Northern reaches of the Serengeti remain fantastically 
quiet and unvisited, due to their relative inaccessibility. 
Previously inaccessible swathes of National Park at 
Wogakuria, close to the Masai Mara border, have been 
opened up with flying safari options to superb permanent 
tented camps such as Sayari. (see details below). This region 
has been described as 'ultimate paradise' for keen safari 
buffs. 
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Lake Manyara and is a good soft introduction to the safari 
experience. Manyara is a magical and scenic park with a 
horseshoe-shaped driving route through wooded pathways 
that wend between the banks of the alkaline soda water lake 
and the impressive rise of the Great Rift escarpment. 
 
At the northernmost aspect, close to the park gates, the 
forest and woodlands are fed by streams of freshwater 
flowing through the porous volcanic rock here, but further 
south, around Msasa River, the volcanic rock gives way to 
ancient, crystalline rock, creating impressive waterfalls down 
the Rift Valley escarpment. 
 
Lake Manyara National Park sits at the base of the Great Rift 
Valley escarpment and is one of the most scenic parks in 
Tanzania. There are many stunning views of the park from 
every direction! From the east, the Rift Valley escarpment 
emerges on the horizon with the lake forming as a glistening 
background. On the southern side of the park, you will find 
the hot springs of Maji Moto, which are about 60ºC. At the 
top of the escarpment from the west side, the park stretches 
across a ribbon of green with the lake shining in the sun. And, 
like most Rift Valley lakes, the water is alkaline. This attracts 
loads of flocks of flamingos - which form a pink foam against 
the silver background of the water. Altogether, this area 
offers beautiful views as you take in the massive lake with its 

silver shimmer and surrounding vegetation. 

HIGHLIGHTS: The major landmark of this area is the 
spectacular rift wall, where the plains give way to the 
cultivated uplands of Mbululand. The Great Rift Valley 
is part of a fault in the earth's crust. This fault 
stretches 8,000 km from Turkey to the mouth of the 
Zambezi River in Mozambique. The fault is so massive 
that astronauts can see it clearly from space. It 
measures only 330 sq. km (of which the lake occupies 
230 sq. km) and is located only 130KM from Arusha, 
this park often gets many day visitors, who come to 
enjoy the endless views and the variety of mammals, 
reptiles and birds, as well as, the varied vegetation, 
flora and fauna. 
 
The diversity of its features makes the lake a 
particularly memorable place to visit. Animals found in 
the area include zebra, elephant, hippo, monkey, 
wildebeest, waterbuck, warthog, gazelle, impala, 
buffalo, wildebeest, waterbuck, warthog, hyena, 
baboon and giraffe. Manayara is also known for its 
tree-climbing lions. These majestic animals find 
shelter from the heat and biting flies in the branches 
of trees, and these lions can easily kill buffalo - which 
are far greater in weight and size than themselves. 
There are also over 350 species of bird life, with a 
variety of local species inhabiting the forest and bush, 
including pelicans that waddle around next to the 
short grasses on the shore of the lake. 

Manyara occupies 320 square km, but 231 square km 
of these are made up of its vast alkaline lake, which 
attracts wide flocks of pink flamingoes. Over the 
years we have found the northern access point of 
Manyara increasingly busy, while the scenic southern 
reaches remain pleasantly quiet. 
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Tarangire: Migration Patterns and When to Go 
The animals mostly disperse during April and May, when 
there is widespread greenery, vegetation and standing water 
to encourage all the grazers further afield. 
In June, the eland and oryxes begin to return, followed by 
elephant towards the end of the month. Tarangire is a great 
spot for elephant gatherings at the end of the rainy season 
in June, and zebra and wildebeest return together through 
July. 
By mid-August all the animals are congregating around their 
last reliable water source, the Tarangire River. 
The calving season falls in the early months of the year, 
through January, February and March, and so makes the 
most of the fresh grass during the rainy season.  

Tarangire: Landscape 
Tarangire has regions of quite dense bush, but 
with high grasses and huge old baobab trees 
instead of the green forests of Manyara. 
 
The land is hilly and dominated by the impressive 
valley of the Tarangire River, which attracts 
good numbers of migrant animals during the dry 
months, especially between July and September. 
Take a moment to have a look at our Tarangire 
video. 
 
Tarangire: Wildlife 
During the dry months the concentration of 
animals around the Tarangire river is almost as 
diverse and reliable as in the Ngorongoro Crater, 
but the ecosystem here is balanced by a localised 
migration pattern that is followed by most 
animals other than lion, who don't tend to 
abandon their territory. 
 
There are a fantastic number of colourful birds 
swooping and strutting along the rough paths 
throughout the year, with likely spots including 
the Paradise Whyder and endearing Yellow-
collared lovebirds. There are a few resident lion, 
which are easier to spot when the migration 
arrives to excite their taste buds. In other 
months they look quite mean and lean and slip 
easily between the lengthening grasses. 
 

Tarangire Park is located about 120km from Arusha, south east of 
Manyara. It is home to an incredible number of wildlife, with high 
concentrations of elephant, particularly during the months between 
June and October. These are the dry months, when the game 
congregates along the river, after they have migrated from the 
 Masai Mara. 
 
There are many Baobab trees - which grow in the open acacia 
woodlands. Tarangire Park is full of birds of prey, and offers a rich 
variety of wildlife, including zebra, kudu, eland, impala, gazelle, 
buffalo, wildebeest, leopard, rhino and lots of smaller mammals. 



About Arusha National Park 
Size: 552 sq km 212 sq miles). 
Location: Northern Tanzania, northeast of Arusha town.. 
 
Getting there 
An easy 40-minute drive from Arusha, or 80minutes from Moshi. 
Approximately 60 km (35 miles) from Kilimanjaro International 
Airport. The lakes, forest and Ngurdoto Crater can all be visited in 
the course of a half-day outing at the beginning or end of an 
extended northern circuit safari. 
NOTE: Mountain Climbing Permits duration time is 12 HOURS. 
 
What to do 
Forest walks, numerous picnic sites; 
three- or four-day Mt Meru climb - good acclimatisation for 
Kilimanjaro. 
 
When to go 
To climb Mt Meru, June-February although it may rain in November. 
Best views of Kilimanjaro December-February. 
 
Accommodation 
Two lodges, two rest houses, camp sites, two mountain huts inside 
the park; more lodges at Usa River outside the park and many hotels 
and hostels in Moshi or Arusha town. 

ARUSHA N PARK 
The Arusha National Park has a wide range of habitats, from the string 
of crater lakes (where many water birds congregate) to the highland 
forest and further up to the imposing summit of Mt. Meru. The 
interesting geology leading to the summit of Mt. Meru is reflected in the 
impressive view of the ash cone and cliff face. 
 
The three distinct and spectacular features of this park include the 
Momela lakes, the Meru Crater, and the Ngurdoto Crater. Both Mount 
Kilimanjaro and Mount Meru can be seen from the park when the weather 
is clear. The vegetation in the Park is correlated to  the altitude and 
geology of the area. Ngurdoto Crater is surrounded by forest whilst the 
crater floor consists of a swampy area.  
 
The Momela Lakes, like many in the Rift Valley, are alkaline, and Mt. Meru 
is a mixture of lush forests and bare rocks. Those who ascend the summit 
of the mountain will be rewarded with unparalleled views of the majestic 
Mt. Kilimanjaro and the Rift Valley. 
There are different types of animals within the different vegetation 
zones of this area. Migrating water birds settle on the lakes, waterbuck 
and reedbuck are found near water, while the shy bushbuck and duikers 
keep to the forested areas. White and black colobus monkeys can be seen 
climbing the branches of ancient cedar trees. Arusha National Park is also 
home to buffalo, leopard, hyena, baboon, giraffe, rhino, elephant and 
hippo. Within this wide range of habitats almost 400 species of birds 
have been recorded in the Park. Some of these are migratory and present 
themselves between October and April, while others are permanent 
residents of the forests. 



M /Vehicles FLEET: 
Our fleet of 4 x 4 safari vehicles is made up of well maintained Land 

Rover TDI’s, Toyota Land Cruisers along with Toyota 4 x 4 mini 

buses and stretched Land Cruisers for the family adventure safari 

where everyone can stay together. All vehicles are fitted with game 

viewing hatches or pop-up roofs, VHF radio communication, 2 spare 

tires, seat belts, first aid kit, removable shade cloths, and in some 

cases cooler boxes. 

LAND CRUISER:   

Fitted with three opening game viewing roof hatches or pop-up roof with 

a large luggage space behind the seats and roof rack for camping gear. 

Removable sun shade cloth, 2 spare tires, VHF radio call, tool kit, high 

lift jack., tow rope, jump leads, cool box holder. Larger leg space than 

land rover.   

 

LAND ROVER T.D.I 300 DIESEL: 

The original safari vehicle. All of our Land-Rovers are fitted with three opening 

game-viewing roof hatches, luggage space behind the rear seats and a roof-rack for 

camping gear with removable sun shade cloth. 2 spare tires, VHF radio call, tool kit, 

high lift jack, tow rope, jump leads, cool box holder. Slightly smaller than Land 

Cruiser for leg room. 

 

SAFARI VEHICLES  

Toyota Hiace-Used for lodge safaris or big 

group camping safaris. Fitted with pop-up fiber 

glass game viewing roof roof, luggage space 

behind the seats and roof rack for camping 

gear, 1 spare tire, HF radio call, tool kit, jack, 

tow rope, jump leads and cool box holder. 

Spacious leg room, twin sliding doors. 

LAND CRUISER/ROVER WARBUS: Both for camping and lodge safari's, 

ideal for bigger groups or families. Fitted with full size hatches, giving a prime 

game viewing position to all passengers, luggage space behind the seats 

and a roof rack for camping gear. 1 or 2 spare tire(s), HF radio call, tool kit, 

jack, tow rope and jump leads. Spacious leg room and cabin. Note: On 

lodge-only safaris you will only need a driver so the car would hold a 

maximum of 6 (resp. 8) people. If you are using a tented-camp, semi-luxury 

tented camp or mixed lodge/camping option, you will also be accompanied 

by a cook. In that case the car will hold a maximum of 5 (resp. 7) people.  

 



CONTACT INFORMATION 
 

Name: CHRIS  

Company: ABOVE KILI EXPEDITIONS LTD 

 

Home Base: Kilimanjaro, Tanzania 

 

Office Location: KILIMANJARO AVEN/IBRA LINE ST 

Occupation: Executive guide Director & Coordinator  

 

WEBSITE: www.abovekili.com 
Please email me at: 

 

info@abovekili.com/lengaitrekking@gmail.com 

chris@abovekili.com 
 

P.O. Box 8139 Moshi – Kilimanjaro, Tanzania. 

Cell: +255 753 34 60 18 / +255 684 66 36 64/+255 735 66 36 64 

Wildlife Safaris-Climbing-Cycling/trekking & Zanzibar Beach vacations. 
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